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System for Health Intervention:
Chemicals to Combat Malaria
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Which intervention system has the lowest environmental impact
for the human health outcome it produces?

We do not wish to worsen climate change if it is a causative factor in the disease

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Efficacy is what we are after.  Data gathering is measuring efficacy. LCA gives you a way to think about it. It shows you the ways to get rid of false assumptions about what is environmental problem… Maybe  in spraying, for example, we do have a bit more ecotoxicity but malaria is contained. This is a value proposition to be considered and weighed in decisions about how to adapt to more malaria from changing climate conditions. 



R0 = mbca2e-µT

µr
R0    = basic reproductive number of the disease
m = vector/host ratio
b,c  = transmission coefficients
a = human biting rate
µ = daily mortality rate
T =  extrinsic incubation period (days)
r = rate of recovery from infection

Combining biological and statistical models for disease, vulnerability
and risk

•Biological (explanatory/intensive data use/ dynamic)
oDisease process
oTransmission
oSeasonal variations
oWhat the models are good at/ and not

•Statistical ( descriptive/ correlations/ static)
oClimate monitoring
oHabitat satellite data
o4 year herd immunity time scale (malaria specific)
o Entomological inoculation rates

# of bites per unit of time X infection rate
Very little data available

oDistribution of vectors 
Subspecies of mosquitoes and respective habitats

oWhat the models are good at/and not

Integrating other factors beyond data captured in the above models
•Other issues

oDrug resistance
oHabitat change other than from climate change (ie land use, 
owar, development/deforestation)
oAgricultural patterns and proximity to host animals

•Other data
oSocial
oEconomic “cycle of poverty”
oRole of medical informatics

•Other methods (example models)
oDPSEEA – correlates with this as it is built on stressors
oEFA

Reproductive Model for Malaria
(all except R and r may be 

affected by climate/weather) 

Models  - Biological and Statistical
How do we use them for adaption choices that leads to greater self-sufficiency? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What is known/being done? Each has strength and weaknessesLike a device you buy “battery not included” – each is deprived of what the other has. Much of the scientific work centers how using one or the other model type, or in some cases how to blend them, to see  what to do What I will introduce here is a way of putting the output of this process through LCA to compare impact from different adaptation choices
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Dengue Fever

• Is the most significant mosquito-borne 

infectious disease in the world. 

• Present in over 100 countries causing about 100 
million cases per annum and economic losses for 
millions of dollars. 

• In Mexico, Dengue Fever is present all over the 
country. 

• It is sensitive to changes in climate. 
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Findings

• Increases in SST are associated with increases in 
Dengue incidence during El Niño (ratio: 2.7) .

• The association is driven by the 1997—1998 event.

• This could indicate the existence of a threshold 

• The concurrence with the introduction of DEN-3 
questions whether the peak in incidence corresponds 
solely to the influence of the regional climate.

DEN-3 
introduction

??
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Findings…
• Increases in minimum temperature are associated to 

increases in DF incidence (cool and dry season). 
– Climate change may worsen DF incidence.

• Rising temperatures increase the vector-host contact rate.

• Low temperatures hamper the biology of the vector and 

the virus
– Increase the development time and larval mortality (below 16°C).

– The vector stops feeding at 17°C

– The virus cannot amplify within the vector below 18°C and low temperatures 

increase the EIP.
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Findings…

• The risk of infection is 3.4 times higher during the 

warm/wet season.

• Rainfall was not associated to Dengue incidence:

– Presence of water all year round.

– Indoor activity of the vector .

– Water containers are man-filled.

• Socio-economic and cultural factors.
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Final remarks

• Climate variability seems to play a key role in the 

transmission dynamics of DF in the region.

• Climate change (CC) is likely to worsen the burden of 

the disease.

• CC is only one of multiple influential factors.
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Using LCA in Public Health Policy for 
Adaptation to Climate Change

• Climate Change models predict:
– Increased malaria and other 

tropical and waterborne disease
– Increased malnutrition as crops 

fail due to floods and droughts
– Increased violence due to social 

disruption

• Greatest effects in tropical and 
subtropical areas, such as in Sub-
Saharan Africa, South Asia and 
Central and South America



Potential Approaches to the Problem
Conventional Aid Approach

• Insecticide application

• Donating mosquito nets

• Combat acute hunger

• Disease treatment

• Relocation to refugee camps

Emerging Self-reliance 
Approaches

• Key roles of health care 
workers
– Education at the local level
– Engagement in LCA process

• Local entrepreneurship
– Switching to other crops
– Selling treated mosquito nets

• Developing transportation 
infrastructure

• Developing water 
infrastructure/sanitation



LCA is not being used to measure 
human health. 



Phases of a Life Cycle Assessment

Goal
and

Scope

Inventory Analysis



LCA Measures Indicators of Environmental Impacts

Eutrophication

In relationship to the 
social benefits provided

a.k.a the functional unit of
The study 

In the case of tropical diseases
the function is health outcomes

And the LCA measures the 
environmental impacts of 

different interventions



What we need to scope

• The System Function and 
functional unit =
Human Health Outcomes

• Audience/decisions 
supported
Health professionals and 
funders

• Environmental impacts 
being addressed
Climate Change and 
others e.g. ecotoxicity

• Where to set system 
boundaries
e.g. what time area and 
processes covered



System Function/Functional Unit

• Only unique part of LCA
• Connects social benefits (goods and services) to 

environmental impacts
• Makes the Market drive environmental 

improvement
• System function can be as simple as the number of  

infants who die each year or as complicated as 
governmental function

• Functional unit usually includes quality, extent and 
time components



Activities at the Local Level: 
1) Apply the intervention and assess the outcome
2) Record the geographical coordinates of where it happened
3) List and compare the results of the interventions and locations

Learning: 
A) How to identify and select interventions 

from the models and other sources
B) Scientifically  and statistically assess 

interventions against their environmental 
impacts

C) Make informed choices that are best for the 
local area.

How this information is used by Nurses and other Health Practitioners:
•Interpreting Risk

•Adaptation Strategy Development
•Incorporating Current Solutions

•Creating New Solutions – Locally Based
•Put Variable of Local Disease Risk into Early Warning System
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